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Flipping Your Park
Strip?

WHY IS AERATION GOOD?
Aeration creates holes in the ground to help take
away compaction so that oxygen, water, and
nutrients can go deeper into the soil, creating
longer roots of the turf. So, why is aeration good
for your lawn? Here are just a few reasons:

Hello,
Summer!
Now we are in the full swing of
things, with the heat, fun family
getaways, and sun-shiny days!
Summer also means tons more
time outdoors, including in the
garden! A great way to manage
your garden on your own is to
invest in some garden boxes,
aka raised garden beds! Great
areas to plant veggies and
flowers, these boxes also help
to keep weeds, soil compaction,
and pests (slugs and snails) at
bay. Garden boxes can also
provide great drainage. This
allows your garden to have a
longer growing season and will
also help you to control the
health of the soil more fully.
With Huskie’z, you can find both
our garden boxes and some
premium topsoil up at our yard!
We recommend purchasing our
premium topsoil, as it is a 50/50
mix of topsoil (screened dirt
with horse manure) and highquality compost.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Improves fertilizer uptake and use.
Reduces water runoff.
Improves resilience and creates cushioning.
Reduces the compaction of soil.

5. Breaks up thatch buildup.

Here are a few tips on a medium density shrub
design from our partners at Localscapes to get
your park strip looking fabulous:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Plant a variety of shrubs, grasses,
and perennials/annuals.
Localscapes suggests Icee Blue
Junipers, Blaze Little Bluestems,
Stella Dora Daylilies, and Wild
Berry Coneflowers.
Add a tree to each park strip to
give more appeal, optional of
course.
If you are looking to be more
waterwise, choose low grow plants
and shrubs and be sure to install
that ever-important dripline!
Don’t forget to create a design of
what your vision is like for your
park strip. It’s always better to be
prepared and have a solid idea of
what you would like down on
paper.
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Q: What do you call a
landscaper’s nicest pair of pants?
A: His grassless chaps
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(801) 712-7334 OR
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